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THE JOURNAL OF PHiLOSOPHY SubStation 84,
PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS New York City,

March 13, 1916.

Dr. Norbert Wiener,
29 Sparks Street,

Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Let me thank you for your article discussing Mr. Lewis's

position. I shall be glad to publish it, although I do not think

it is as claar as your writing usually is. I am inclined to think

that Mr. Lewis would in general agree with what you say in the para-

graph beginning on page 3 and ending on page 5 and with the con-

clusion stated in your final paragraph. However, that can be left

for him to state in order to bring out clearly just where the point

of controversy lies. I regret that I can not promise publication

for several months, since we are so stocked up with material.

Very sincerely yours,
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THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
FOUNDED BY EDWARD C. HEGELER

THE MONIST Quarterly
THE OPEN COURT Monthly

Address Editorial Communications Scienifc Books in the Line Business Correspondence and Remittances

to La Salle, Illinois f Philosophy and Religion to Chicago Office

LA SALLE, ILLS. March 17, 1916.

Prof. Norbert Wiener,

Harvard University,

New Haven, Conn.

My dear Sir:

Your book on " The Relation of Space and Geometry to Exper-

ience" has been received some time ago, and I have looked into it as well

as heard descriptions of the contents of the book, and I willsay that I

am greatly interested. in some portions of it. Nevertheless I feel obliged

for reasons of the current conditione of the publishers market to return

the MS. Perhaps you will be able to find a publisher elsewhere.

The trouble is that the Open Court Publishing Company has accepted

too many books, and I feel like changing my policy of publication or at

any rate to restrict it for at least some time until I can see my way safe-

ly again that our enterprizes would not be too extensive. Times are

unfavorable, the materials needed for the publication of books grow more

expensive from day to day, and it seems to be very hopeless to do any bus-

iness in the line of book selling, especially of books which are not

very popular and are practically destined for a propaganda of new thoughts

and in addition of scientific thoughts. The reading public of such books

is always limited, and the present time is not favorable for new books

which need concentration and close study. Under these circumstances I feel

obliged to return the book. If you can find some publisher in the East

who has a better command of the market in universities, I think you will

do nuch better to have the book entrusted to one of these large publishing

houses, who can better risk into new fields under such unfavorable
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Norbert Wiener-2

circumstances as now prevail. L have already accepted too much, and it

is ndt advisable for me to venture into further enterprises.

Concerning your book, I find that you are well acquainted with the

Kantian line of thought and with the philosophical views of the basis

of mathematics, but I wonder how you acquire the idea of an aura for

points. I have seen a book by a Russian thinker who had the same.notion

but I can not tell you now what terminology he employed. At any rate

to him the entirety of the point is not the Euclidean mathematical

thing without extension but all in all it took space so as to make the

sum of many points more than one, and a line therefore could consist of

a series of points. He had not the idea of an aura, but the result was

the same. I suppose you have not seen a book of his. I can not say that

I favor the idea. It deviates too much from traditional'mathematics and

seems to me to miss the point of mathematical thought. Have you seen

my " Foundation of Mathematics" or the summary which I have written of

my whole system, entitled " 2hilosophy of Science" or in another edition

" Philosophy of Form". I have treated there briefly the most important

feature of philosophy, which is the philosophical value of mathematics,

especially geometry.

I shall send you my pamphlet, and you may expect it in a day or

two after the receipt of this letter.

With kindest regards, I remain.,

You s veryT truly,

PC/J~ ouJill
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

ORONO, MAINE

JAMES N. HART
DEAN OF THE UNIVERSITY

April 25,1916

Dr. Norbert Wiener

29 Sparks Street

Gambridge, Mass.

My dear Sir:-

We have decided to give you the appointment

as Instructor in Mathematics for the college year 1916-1917.

In order that there may be no misuinderstanding I will re-

state the conditions in which you are engaged.

The appointment is for one year at $0o.

If we are mutually pleased, it may be continued

for a second year at $900 and again for the third year at

#1000.

The work is the teaching of three sections of

freshman and sophomore mathematics,-about 15 hours per week,

together with such additional hours of conference with your

students as may be necessary, probably not over two hours

per week, unless you give more from interest in your classes.

There is, of course, a certain amount of proctoring

of entrance and arrearage examinations, but this is not great.

We 'conduct classes in freshman and sophomore mathe-

matics entirely by the text-book and recitation plan, believing

that we get the best results in that way.



I

We have a Mathematics Club, meeting once in two weeks,

but the work done is of very elementary character, consist-

ing largely of papers by students, which are naturally large-

ly in the way of problem solving or review of papers that

have alread appeared in the journals.

In our College of Arts and Sciences there is the

Arts Club, meeting once a month. We shall very likely be

glad to make use of you in some of these meetings.

The department of Mathematics and Physics give during

the Spring Semester a.course of lectures of which the Mathe-

matical Department is responsible for about eight. We shall

probably want you to deliver one of these.

Your reply stating that you accept the appointment under

the conditions stated above, will be regarded as constituting

a contract between yourself and the University. This will be

ratified at the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, after

which you will receive formal notice of your appointment from

the President of the University.

Very sincerely yours,

JNH/JHW

-- 2-



UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ORONO. MAINE

DEAN'S OFFICE

June 2,1916

Dr. Norbert Wiener

29 Sparks Street

Cambridige, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Yours of May 14th was duly received,

but we have delayed writing, because we have not fully

decided upon some of the text-books, as we are planning to

make some changes. We are sure of Reitz and Craythorne's

Algebra, published by Henry Holt and Co., and Granville's

Calculus. We are expecting to assign you one division

of Trigonometry and Algebra (these courses come tandum,

Trigonometry 10 weeks, Algebra 9), one division of Sopho-

mores in Calculus and a three hour course in solid geometry

and a two hour course in the History of Mathematics, pro-

vided this last assignment is satisfactory to you. We have

thought that perhaps with your knowledge of lahguages and

your interest in philosophy the course in the History of

Mathematics might appeal to you. It can be given either

by text-book or by lectures. The class will be a small
one. When last given, in the Fall of 1914, it was given

with Cajori's History of Mathematics as a text-book.

Yours very sincerely

JNH/JHW



UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

ORONO, MAINE

ROBERT JUDSON ALEY
PRESIDENT

June 13, 1916.

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Attthe meeting of the Board of Trustecs held

June 12, 1916, you were appointed Instructor in Mathe-

matics for the year beginning September 1, 1916, at a

salary of $800. It is understood that this appointment

may be twice renewed at salaries of $900 and $1000 res-

pectively.

You will be expected to report to Professor

Hart for duty not later than September 15, 1916. You will

also be expected to arrange affairs so that you may remain

at the University through the Thursday following Commence-

ment in 1917. I should be pleased to have your formal

acceptance of this appointment and to receive the enclosed

blank properly filled out.

Very truly yours,

Eno.

RJA.B



DEAN'S OF

Yours very sincerely

JNH/JHW

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ORONO, MAINE

FICE

June 16,1916

Dr. Norbert Wiener

29 Sparks Street

Cambridge, Mass.

My dear Dr. Wiener:

Yours of June 9th was duly received* Corn-

mencement time my correspondence has fallen behind ome-

what.

The course in math atics is scheduled for one

semester, two hours per week. The class will be a small

one, mainly, probably wholly students majoring in mathe-

matics. You can count on their having had sophomore calculus

and analytic geometry.

In our library we have Cantor's three volumes, and Gow's
small

History of Greek Mathematics, also theAvolume of Ballahd of

Fink on the History of Mathematics, Heath's Diaphantus of

Alexandria, and some minor works on the History of Arithmetic

and of Algebra. These, I think will give sufficient material

for the two hour one-semester-course. If you get a good

class and they become thoroughly interested in the work of

the History of Mathematics, we might, perhaps, allow the

course to run through the year. It has been scheduled for

one semester followed by the History of Astronomy for the

second semester. But there is no very strong reason why the

History of Astronomy must be given.
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University Inn,

Orono, Me.,

September 16, 1916

Dear Dad-

I am settled here all right in comfortable rooms, and have begun

preparing my lectures and getting material for a new article. I shall

not have a Calculus course,.but shall have a Logic course if anyone

.turns up.to.take.it. Please secure for me a copy of Aikins Logic

from.the Library or.the Coop when you go.to.town. Please also send me

.the.translations of Euclid, Archimedes, Appolonius, Pappus, and Dio-

phantus in.the Harvard Library.

It las.too baQ about poor old Royce, but it was not a surprise.

I wonder who will succeed him. In the mean.time, pull any string

that may be left lying loose at Harvard for my benefit.

There is nobody here who knows a continental about my sort of

work, but all seem properly impressed with.the amount of paper con-

sumea by my articles, and treat me as an e.ual. What.is.the etiquette

of calling a young professor by his last name? I don.t do it, but I ch

don.t know but what I shouli

I proctored'at a ma e-up last night, and viler work. than. those

students dia I never saw. One man got half an answer right out 
of a



co en.

Raggio is very pleasent. Professor Willard, invited me. to go huni

ing with soon. He is a simple farmer sort of a fellow, much like

Vhite. L have not met a man on. th-e faculty yet who did not seem- to

have several pounds of hayseed concealed, on his person.

Well, good luck. to your work, and love. to all. the family. Has

Mr. Lee proposed. to anyone else yet

With love,

-lo

410'11A
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University Inn,

Orono, Maine,

September 22, 1916.

Dear Ma

My house has a good, clean bathroom, and is steam, heated. I batle

quite often enough. I get.good chow. I was laid up with.tonsilitis

for a couple of days in bed, ana had.the doctor.twice as a precauti-

on. You see,I was feverish, and** was not sure that.it was simply

.tonsilitis.that niaae re so, and nothing worse. Now I am all hunkydory.

My landlady was very kina to me when I was laid up.

I have.two sections of freshnan.Trig., one solid geometry cours%

one course in.the history of Mathematics, and one in Logic. Professor

Segall of.the French departmenttells me.titat he has shoved off sevei

al rots and spots.that are looking for snap courses into my History

of Math. They will have another.thunk coming..There will be a high

death-rate among such of my students as are sugiering +4 infantile

paralysis of.the intellect.

I have been studying, either for.the sake of ry lectures or for

my own personal benefit, pretty steaoily since I caie here.I have not

been.idle beyond my wont, but my room.is rapidly assuming.the famil-

iar appearance of industrious disorcer it presents at home in one of



of. the .intervals between the. times when you. take me by. the scruff of

.the neck and make me arrange. things.

Well, love and good wishes to all at home. How c-id Mr. Lee. take

the rejection of his very attractive offer. Tell. the boys where I

hang out, and make. them write.

Your loving son,

xAA
/

.1 A

S2 VAV "/
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University Inn,

Orono, Maine,

September 24, 1916.

Dear Conta:

It is quite possible to live at.this university, but it.is more

or less difficult.to do much more..There is practically no intellec-

.tual life here, and what.there is is confinedto a very few persons.

,The men here.tellme candidly, without any prompting,.that.the studend

body come here merely.to increase-their earning capacity, without.the

slightest.thought of acquiring any.ideas or other intellectual imped-

imenta in-the process. Mr. Kuehny, ofsthe French department,.told me

that an instructor in Englishh had asked him if it was.true.that Mol-
(K.)

1Are had been influenced by Schopenhauer, and.that he had asked him

if he didn't mean Nietzsche.. The English instructor answered. that ye4

perhaps he did! Kuehny isthe only man.in.this whole institution with

whom I can stir up a decent philosophical scrap. I wish we had a man

like Demos here. Crai 9, of.the Philosophy department, is a modest,

pleasant.6nou b fellow, but he has not.impressed me as.taking enough

pleasure in arguingstot make it worth while.to scrap with him. His

line is animal psychology.

I am pegging away at an article, but have not yet completely



solved.the problem I am.tackling.eThe research is of a kind defferent

from any previously made in.the Algebra of Logic, and I must invent y

own methods ab initio. I have got some results, but I consider.the

piece of work as one of.the most-difficult ever done in.this branch dt

Mathematics, which is usually ridiculously easy. Besides my article,

I am studying number-theory.

How goes it at home? Here.it is dead. I am not allowed in.the regi-

ment, and.there is practically no chance.to use.the Gymnasium and.the

tennis courts..The blasted blights.that run. this Gehenna have not had

enough back of.their faces,.to dream of.the comfort of.the faculty in

.their petty scheme of.things..The faculty are supposed.to appear at

lectures.to rehearse.the wisdom learned.in.their.infancy, and.to 9f

sliep.the whole remainder of.the day and night in someout of.the way

lodging-house.,This is obvious, becausethe salaries are.too small.to

allow for meals, and.there are no opportunities for exercizing body ar

mind. I.think someone ought.to suggest.to.the president.that it would

be handier.to keep.the members of.the faculty.in neatly numbered

pigeonholes or filing-cases at.the college office

I f ind.that wg only have one day's holiday at Thanksgiving. I

havenever, however, any lectures from Friday noon.to 9 on Monday.

Your loving brother,
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